
Books to Help You Plan A Career in Psychology

Becoming a Psychology Professor: 
Your Guide to Landing the Right Academic Job      
Edited By: Guy A. Boysen
Associated Courses: Critical Thinking, Psychology Seminar  
Level: Graduate  

This book is designed to guide you through this complicated process by helping you find the job 
that matches your long-term goals — whether you want to focus on research, teaching, or both — 
and to become a strong, competitive candidate in today’s challenging academic job market.

Building a Career Outside Academia: 
A Guide for Doctoral Students in the Behavioral and Social Sciences        
Edited By: Jennifer Brown Urban and Miriam R. Linver   
Associated Courses: Practicum in Psychology       
Level: Graduate

Many graduates go on to pursue academic careers — but academia isn’t for everyone. This career 
guide examines the rewarding opportunities that await social and behavioral science doctorates in 
nonacademic sectors, including government, consulting, think tanks, for-profit corporations, and 
nonprofit associations.                                                                                             
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APA PsycBooks® Student Resource Title List
This compilation of APA PsycBooks titles contains focused content to help plan and conduct research 
projects, prepare for a career in psychology, and develop essential skills like critical thinking, leveraging 
scientific knowledge in public engagement, and conducting ethical research.  

The full-text content of each title listed is available in our library’s collection. Please contact the library 
for assistance with finding these titles or additional resources to help you reach your academic goals.



Own Your Psychology Major! A Guide to Student Success  
Edited By: Glenn Geher                           
Associated Courses: Psychology as a Profession, Careers in Psychology           
Level: Undergraduate                

Psychology is among the most popular majors in college today — yet, it’s possible that you 
chose it without realizing how very broad and technical the field is. In this book, you’ll get a bird’s 
eye view of the whole curriculum, from rat mazes and statistics to abnormal psychology and 
psychotherapy, and you’ll dive into some of the field’s most enduring debates.

Psychology 1011/2: The Unspoken Rules for Success in Academia         
Edited By: Robert J. Stenberg, PhD                                                        
Associated Courses: Seminar in Psychology
Level: Undergraduate to Graduate

In this second edition, eminent psychologist Robert J. Sternberg updates and extends a trove of 
wisdom. In his signature straightforward, intellectually honest, and pragmatic style, he imparts 
life lessons for building a successful and gratifying career. This revised edition features lessons in 
five basic categories: identity and integrity, interpersonal relationships, institutions and academia, 
problems and tasks, and job and career.

Starting Your Career in Academic Psychology
Edited By: Robert J. Sternberg          
Associated Courses: Introduction to Psychology, Research Methods   
Level: All Levels           

This book provides a systematic guide for jump-starting your career in academic psychology 
— from applying and interviewing for academic positions, to settling in at your new job, to 
maximizing your success during the pre-tenure years.           

What Psychology Majors Could (and Should) Be Doing:  
A Guide to Research Experience, Professional Skills,  
and Your Options After College  
Edited By: Paul J. Silva, PhD,  Peter F. Delaney, PhD, and Stuart Marcovitch, PhD           
Associated Courses: Major’s Guide to Psychology                          
Level: Undergraduate                            

Like a trusted advisor, this book steers you to the experiences outside the classroom that will 
help you build your professional portfolio and show prospective employers and graduate school 
programs that you have the skills they want — researching, writing, public speaking,  
and statistical reasoning.                    
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Books to Help You to Manage and Present Your Research

Designing and Proposing Your Research Project   
Edited By: Jennifer Brown Urban and Bradley Matheus van Eeden-Moorfield       
Associated Courses: Research Methods, Reading Writing in Psychology     
Level: Graduate   

Designing your own study and writing your research proposal takes time, often more so than 
conducting the study. This practical, accessible guide walks you through the entire process. You 
will learn to identify and narrow your research topic, develop your research question, design your 
study, and choose appropriate sampling and measurement strategies.                                           

Making Research Matter:  
A Psychologist’s Guide to Public Engagement 
Edited By: Linda R. Tropp
Associated Courses: N/A 
Level: Graduate                                 

Prominent experts, including academic psychologists, government officials, and leaders of 
professional organizations, discuss how researchers can forge and strengthen vital links between 
scholarship and public engagement by lending their scientific expertise to debates around social 
issues and current events.

Managing Your Research Data and Documentation     
Edited By: Kathy R. Berenson                                       
Associated Courses: N/A                 
Level: Graduate

In the behavioral sciences today, there is increasing emphasis on transparency, and the need 
for research studies to be made replicable. This book presents a straightforward approach to 
managing and documenting one’s data so that other researchers can repeat the study. While data 
management may seem intimidating to new researchers, this guide shows how easy it can (and 
should) be.

Methodological Issues and Strategies in Clinical Research,  
Fourth Edition  
Edited By: Alan E. Kazdin, PhD, ABPP          
Associated Courses: N/A         
Level: Graduate            

This fourth edition is, like its predecessors, intended to help students and professionals alike 
master a wide range of methodological approaches to examining clinical issues and phenomena. 
The goal is to help the reader design, conduct, recognize, and appreciate high quality research, 
and recognize the implications of crucial decisions about methodology and design.                               
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Reporting Qualitative Research in Psychology:  
How to Meet APA Style Journal Article Reporting Standards            
Edited By: Heidi M. Levitt                                                 
Associated Courses: Seminar in Research         
Level: Graduate

This book shows researchers how to use APA Style Journal Article Reporting Standards for 
Qualitative Research (JARS-Qual), Mixed Methods Article Reporting Standards (MMARS), and 
Qualitative Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards (QMARS).These standards provide much-needed 
criteria to guide researchers as well as journal editors, reviewers, and students.

Selecting and Describing Your Research Instruments         
Edited By: Kelly S. McClure         
Associated Courses: N/A
Level: All                                              

Emerging researchers are often surprised to learn that instrument selection is a complex and 
important step in the process of research design. This concise guide explains how to identify 
appropriate instruments, select the best ones for the job, and properly describe the instruments 
so that others will know how and why they were chosen.

Writing Your Psychology Research Paper        
Edited By: Scott A. Baldwin  
Associated Courses: Writing Seminar, LabPsych Research Methods         
Level: Upper-level Undergraduate                                

This primer for undergraduates explains how to write a clear, compelling, well-organized research 
paper. From picking a promising topic, to finding and digesting the pertinent literature, to 
developing a thesis, to outlining and presenting ideas, to editing for clarity and concision — each 
step is broken down and illustrated with examples.                 

Books to Help You Develop and Conduct Your Research

Critical Thinking About Research: 
Psychology and Related Fields, Second Edition
Edited By: Julian Meltzoff and Harris Cooper
Associated Courses: Research in Counseling and Psychology, Methodology
Level: Advanced Undergraduate to Graduate

This second edition of a classic text gives students the tools they need to apply critical reasoning 
when reading behavioral science research. It updates the original text with recent developments in 
research methods, including a new chapter on meta-analyses.
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Ethical Choices in Research: Managing Data, Writing Reports,  
and Publishing Results in the Social Sciences    
Edited By: Harris M. Cooper, PhD                                          
Associated Courses: Psychology Methods, Writing Seminar         
Level: Advance Undergraduate to Graduate         

All researchers need to be aware of their professional responsibilities and make sound choices 
after the subjects have left. This practical and easy-to-follow guide walks readers through often 
overlooked decision points in the research process.

Reporting Quantitative Research in Psychology:  
How to Meet APA Style® Journal Article Reporting Standards    
Edited By: Harris Cooper             
Associated Courses: Seminar in Research  
Level: Graduate                     

Practical guidance for understanding and implementing APA Style Journal Article Reporting 
Standards (JARS) and Meta-Analysis Reporting Standards (MARS) for quantitative research. 
These standards provide the essential information researchers need to report, including detailed 
accounts of the methods they followed, data results and analysis, and interpretations of findings.                                                

Research Methods in Language Acquisition: 
Principles, Procedures, and Practices
Edited By: María Blume, PhD and Barbara C. Lust, PhD     
Associated Courses: N/A                    
Level: Graduate     

The intricate behavioral and cognitive foundations of speech are difficult to measure objectively, 
making language acquisition research very challenging. This practical guide synthesizes 
decades of experience into a comprehensive set of tools that will help students and early career 
researchers design and conduct rigorous studies that produce reliable and valid speech data and 
interpretations.

Toward a More Perfect Psychology:  
Improving Trust, Accuracy, and Transparency in Research
Edited By: Matthew C. Makel, PhD and Jonathan A. Plucker, PhD
Associated Courses: N/A
Level: Graduate

Toward a More Perfect Psychology introduces a plethora of strategies to strengthen the field by 
improving research quality. Readers will learn how research methods are evolving and how to use 
them to maximize the quality and impact of their own work.
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